PLANETARY HOA FEES:
BUSINESS COSTS FOR MAINTAINING LIFE
The Cost of Doing Business and Staying Alive on Earth
PRECEDENT: The international community is proposing an international
bank tax to pay for the world banking problems incurred with the failure of
the world banking regulatory community and the resultant harm that has
followed.
PRECEDENT: The U.S. circa the turn of the 20th century levied a railroad tax
on the railroads that they had given huge land grants and right of ways to in
order to open up and develop the nation. The money was to help the country
and restrict the monopolies that the railroads had become: increase
competition and lower costs (and pay down debt). The tax was not greeted
with any cheer from the corporations which were expected to pay it. The
country none the less survived and prospered and new businesses flourished.
Taxes do not necessarily mean the end of business, sometimes the exact
opposite when businesses develop bad practices and become a harm instead
of a benefit to society. When businesses fail to invest in the country and
develop new technologies and new jobs, but hide the monies in speculations.
New growing businesses arise to replace the uncompetitive ones.
THE GULF OIL SPILL : WHO PAYS? The Taxpayer will ! Precedent, the
Exxon Valdez. Judges ,on many appeals, reversed all fines and penalties, so ,
in the end, the private company paid for nothing while the taxpayer paid for
everything. Fact !
All businesses have necessary Operating Costs that maintain the HEALTH
of the business : infrastructure,energy,material, staff, etc., etc. Up to now,
everyone, business, and humans in general , have taken the planet Earth for
granted : a God given right or expectation. It is and isn't. Perhaps, more
appropriately , not any more. Statistically, sheer numbers, the human race no
longer qualifies for that luxury, and now must assume a greater role in the
MAINTENANCE of the planet. To undo the harm that the huge,
unrealistically large numbers of humans are causing. The depletion of
resources represents more than platitudes but the actual fact that mankind has

stepped outside of the evolutionary operating system (OS) of the planet that
maintains all life. The planet has systems to correct the harm man is doing,
but the actions require the EXTINCTION of man. Therefore, in order to
maintain a healthy functioning planet which will allow the human race to
exist, man now must actively contribute to its healthy maintenance. Planetary
Maintenance Fees, PMFs, like HOA fees but you keep on living in the shared
community. Emphasis: living!
I must emphasize that everyone must come to the same conclusion :
unless everyone takes action on the damaged environment , then they
must accept the conclusion that EVERYONE on Earth will die. Every
human being on earth will die within the next 50 years or so. The planet will
continue as will other animal species. Man will not be taking every other
species with them, just the human race will go extinct to the very last man ,
woman and child. No more humans. No exceptions. The Termination of the
entire human race. And this will come about because of the emergence of
several air and water borne diseases for which mankind will have NO
immunity. And there is no bunker safe enough for any type of Escape Bunker
to be an option. No space station colony nor moon colony. Man must deal
with the problem on Earth, Now , or go extinct . This MUST become an
accepted FACT by all world governments. All governments, all peoples are in
the same boat. No exceptions. No refuge, no escape , just death. Death for
everyone, democratically elected leaders, dictators, religious leaders,
business elites, academics , janitors , EVERYONE!
The argument has been outlined in the major letter to President Obama,
and will not be repeated. What will be outlined is the prospect for Survival
and Prosperity. Nothing is free, everything costs time and money. However,
given smart people and good planning you can have a system growing and
developing and building on the demands for survival . The best example for
everyone is WW2 and the Cold War. Everyone felt threatened and responded.
All nations experienced growth from these events . They also raised
manpower and monies required to meet the threat to each others nations.
Everyone mobilized for war and developed wartime economies . The present
situation MUST be viewed as the Great War to save Mankind. Anything less
will not do !

The major difference from the past is that there is no human enemy
(ourselves ) no ,Them , only one US (all nations working together) . So we
should have no excuses to focus our energies to winning the war. And
focusing our energies will create JOBS in all the nations of the world. From
the EU to China to India to America to South America to everywhere on
Earth. So where is the money going to come from ?
Where did the money come from for WW2 and the Cold War ? Same
place. I have always been fascinated by the Great Depression and how there
was NO money for relief and health care ,but when WW2 rolled around there
was money coming out of everyone's wazoos for bombs, and tanks, and
battleships and everything to cause destruction. Where did it come from? The
people . I don't care if they were democratically elected nations, the Russian
and Chinese communists nor the European fascists, the money was found.
And harm followed because everyone was afraid and spent money on
NATIONAL SECURITY. Let me repeat, everyone on Earth is going to die. Is
that enough of a threat to everyone's national security? I believe it is.
I was not alive during WW2 , but do not want to go through anything
remotely close to that. Does Russia want to revisit STALIN ? How about
China, do they want to relive the Great Forced March ? Does the EU want to
be bombed to devastation again ? Etc etc etc .Well that and worse is what the
world is facing and must act to avoid.
And President Obama that is where America and you can take the lead
with the previous knowledge of a tax system that WORKED and rose to the
occasion while preserving democracy and prosperity. And given the world is
facing a jobless recovery from the Great Recession and some economists say
that this may be the situation for years , shouldn't you want to listen to an
option to create jobs and prosperity?
There is just too much socio-economics to go through to even attempt
the history of deterioration of the American taxation base since the 1950s to
even place here. The only point I am making is the taxation system that was
in place in the late 50s to early 60s paid for the Cold War and put Americans
on the moon. FACT ! And Americans had prosperity and full employment.
Not bad , if you ask anyone,and many long for the past. There is a joke about
Frank Sinatra another great American icon about how much in taxes he was
paying at the height of his career : in his tax bracket it is said he was paying

nearly 90% taxes, but having lived through the Great Depression , he was
happy to do it. Whether this is entirely accurate, is not the point, but the
necessary taxation required and how people were happy to prosper. They
shared their prosperity because there was an abundance of jobs. Jobs created
from the Industrial -Military Complex building tanks, and nuclear bombers,
nuclear submarines and ICBMs and rockets. Rockets that often blew up on
the test pad ; time and time again. Complete write offs. But they kept
building them. And so was Russia and Communist China and the world. So,
President Obama why can't you BRIEFLY go back to that type of taxation
system under a World Security threat like the Cold War , but now one to save
mankind? That, Sir , is where the money is going to come from, and why .
The American public wants Wall Street held accountable for causing the
present Great Recession and , they want jobs. A lack of jobs also causes
public unrest, for all the nations of the world. And the financial system
practises , like derivatives will have to be examined. Derivatives aren't real
investments, but take money away from real investment. People who use
derivatives don't know what to invest in but want to tie up their money, but
this is wrong and counter productive to capitalism . They are taking money
off the table and protecting themselves as gate keepers; they are not leaders
of industry creating jobs. They are insulating themselves not only from the
risk, but the success also. So success is not the driving force of anyone who
uses a derivative. A gambling bet is not creating jobs, it is hiding money from
the market . Hidden money is money not being used : get the point.
Financiers must make use of their resources , just like in the Cold War and
WW2. No excuses, or you have War Profiteering Acts to update to present
conditions. So, Sir, America can go to World Conferences and say we have a
past model which can be used to create jobs and prosperity, AND why we
have to do it : to save the world. Just like we had to fight WW2 (no matter
what side you were on ) and the Cold War. We must share the load , and share
the will for all our benefits.
The money will be used to develop infrastructure for systems to clean
the water and remove the sewage and convert it to oil and other products
from plankton factories. Please note , one of the projects will be the genetic
engineering of plankton from the wild type to a domesticated variety which
produces 10X to 50X more oil while being primarily targeted to human feces.
If you are going to fund scientists to genetically modify mice with a glow in

the dark gene, why not this type of plankton ? And you will be using money
to build INFRA-STRUCUTURE for the plankton factories near every major
city in the world. Every coal/shale /fired electrical plant . This will create
many jobs. Once people are employed there will be MORE tax revenue from
working people all around the world. And you will be reducing CO2
emissions and turning it into useful product such as bio-fuel and cattle
(other ) feed. And remove all the other contaminants in it ( heavy metals,
mutagens etc etc )Similarly these factories can capture fumes from many
sources (shale/coal electric generating plants) and other industries. Clean air
and clean water will reduce health costs from reduced cancers, asthma etc.
And this will cut down Climate Change and Impact Global Warming . And
much much more which I can discuss with you. And other new technologies
which will stop the harm to the Earth . We can no longer just allow Gulf Oil
Disasters, Oil Sands Pollution, and ocean floor destruction etc etc . Example ,
the big thing in WW2 was synthetic rubber, so why not synthetic rare earth
components for necessary electronic and green equipment ( and you do not
have to have Arctic development destroying the environment). REAL
investment in REAL new technologies must explode : there has been way too
much pie in the sky hype around new tech ; and that must stop. Real results
for Real investment must become fact : just like the missiles for space (real
money was SPENT), results or else you find a new job because we will
replace you with some one who can get it done . 12 O' Clock High mentality.
Simplistic ? Maybe , but think about it. IF everyone is going to die in
the next 50 years, what are the world leaders going to do about it ? Wait until
it is too late? If you wait , then you have droughts/flooding , disease , famine
and international nuclear wars , and HELL ON EARTH! Or you can act to
avoid the bad and create prosperity and a clean earth and the survival of the
human race. You and the other world leaders have two choices; and I do hope
that you choose LIFE .

